
             A few observations about the Alien � s message

1) we must wonder why the alien contact method is the same as that used by psychics, mediums
& occultists.  See our sheet on this.
2) If they really are highly advanced beings from another star system, why are they fixated on a
religious message?  Doesn �t it seem strange that they haven �t told us how to cure disease, restore
the environment, renew civilization, eliminate poverty, war, pestilence & social unrest?
3) why do some of these aliens actually possess & inhabit people just like the demons of old did?

Jacques Vallee says. �  The UFO phenomenon represents a manifestation of a reality that
transcends our current understanding of physics....The UFO �s are physical manifestations that
cannot be understood apart from their psychic reality.  What we see is not an alien invasion.  It is
a control system which acts on and uses humans. �

In a US gov �t official document entitled  � UFO �s and related subjects: an Annotated
Bibliography �  by Lynn E. Catoe, it says, �  A large part of the available UFO literature is closely
linked with mysticism and the metaphysical.  It deals with subjects like mental telepathy,
automatic writing, and invisible entities as well as phenomena like poltergeist (ghosts)
manifestations & possession....Many of the UFO reports now being published in the popular
press recount alleged incidents that are strikingly similar to demonic possession & psychic
phenomena which has long been known to theologians & parapsychologists � .

Joe Jordan, a state director of MUFON (Mutual UFO Network) states that  � the similarity
between the abduction experience & demon possession is very, very close. �   

Jacques Vallee says that  � To find alien abduction parallels in primitive magic, mythology, &
religions, all one has to do is remove your blinders � ....&.... � A few UFO investigators...have
suggested to me that there may be a link between UFO �s and the occult.  At first view, the very
suggestion of such a link is disturbing to a scientist.  However...the phenomena reported by UFO
witnesses involve poltergeist effects, levitation, psychic control, out-of-body
experiences....familiar themes in occult literature. �  ... � I am tempted to accept as a working
hypothesis that in times past, contact occurred between humans and other  �beings �, variously
described as demonic, angelic or simply alien. �   For a non-Christian, secular scientist such as Dr.
Vallee, this statement is significant.

John Keel (an agnostic) says,  � UfOlogy should rightly be a branch of psychic research � .

Dr. Pierre Guerin says,  � UFO behavior is more akin to magic than to physics as we know it...the
modern UFOnauts & the demons of past days are probably identical. �

To the scientific naturalist, the acceptance of inter-dimensional beings requires the introduction
of alternate dimensional realities beyond the 4 dimensions that we currently know.  To many
 �naturalists � , this is anathema because it introduces the very real possibilities of angels, demons
or...god forbid, GOD!  Too many  �naturalists �  agree with the late astronomer Carl Sagan when he
said,  � The Cosmos is all that is, or ever was, or ever will be. �


